
[,Future direCons of the
government's communications policy

The general counsel for the embattled technocrats
of President Nixon's Office of Telecommunications Policy
spells out (again) the OTP mission

Henry Goldberg

THE WORDS "future," "poli-
cy," and "communications," in-
cluded in the title above, to me
define the territory that the Con-
gress and the President staked
out as the "turf" of the Office
of Telecommunications Policy
(OTP). These words and their
relationship to OTP are my
theme here.

In recent months, some schol-
ars have given us a glimpse of
the future as they see it. For
example, Daniel Bell, the Har-
vard sociologist, in his new book,
"The Coming of Post-Industrial
Society," pictures an America
transformed by powerful new
technological, economic and so-
cial forces.
We started as a manufactur-

ing or industrial society that put
a premium on individual entre-
preneurship and practical
inventiveness. The entrepreneurs
of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries used their specialists—
their engineers and lawyers and
the like—in supporting roles.
There was no question who con-
stituted the hired help..

Enter the technocrat
But the industrial economy

evolved into a service economy,
and modern industry itself,
whether electronics, chemicals,
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computers or communications,
became very complex, because
they depend upon a high degree
of technological knowledge. In-
deed, Professor Bell calls the
post-industrial society a knowl-
edge society, in which specialized
and theoretical knowledge pro-
vide a new basis of power and
status.

The fear is that the former
hired hands—the engineers, sci-
entists, technicians, lawyers, aca-
demics and others comfortable
with theories and concepts that
underlie the new technology—
will take over the reins of our
economy, whether they operate
in the private or public sectors.
J. K. Galbraith, for example, re-
fers to a "technostructure" of
specialists who manage the gov-
ernment and the giant corpora-
tions according to their personal
interests and not according to
the "public interest" or the im-
personal forces of the market-
place.
In short, the entrepreneur and

the bureaucrat have given way,
in both commerce and govern-
ment, to the technocrat. The
term "technocrat" has all sorts
of bad connotations, but these
are in the eyes of the beholder.
One man's technocrat is another
man's skilled professional. But
in any event, let's use the term—
"technocrat"—whatever its limi-
tations, because it is, at least,
commonly accepted.
The technocrat deals with a

mysterious body of knowledge
and, therefore, he seems to be the

fearful minion of a new order.
Even worse, the technocrat en-
gages in an activity that is virtu-
ally un-American—he plans. The
technology that is grist for the
technocrat's intellectual mill
lends itself to forecasting and
measuring its impact and thus to
planning its directions. More im-
portantly, given the economic
and social implications of the de-
velopment of new technologies„
he knows that the alternative to
intelligent planning is chaos,

The beasts that roam

I can think of few industries
in which technology is as essen-
tial to growth and innovation as
the electronic communications
industries. As the beasts that
roam the world of communica-
tions, we—I literally mean you
and me—are technocrats; and
we are distrusted. The view
seems to be that communications
is much too important to be left
to the specialists, so we must be
kept in our place, that is, in a
supporting role. There's no point
in overstating this desire to put
limits on the technocrat's sphere.
But, I can't help thinking that at
least some of OTP's present dif-
ficulties stem from a lack of un-
derstanding of what that sphere
should be.

First, last and, perhaps, al-
ways, OTP practically reeks of
"technostructure," and its pres-
ent and future status have to be
viewed against the biases that
this raises.
A look at the pre-history of
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ir wil: help to define the tech
/ostructure clearly. The effort to

./add a technocratic dimension to
the government's frequency as-
signment functions began in
1951 with a recommendation
from President Truman's Com-
munications Policy Board to
create the position of Telecom-
munications Advisor to the Pres-
ident. The first advisor was
Haraden Pratt, incidentally a
communications consultant. The
Office of Telecommunications
Advisor did not last long, having
met its demise in 1953.
From 1953 to 1970, the duties

of the former Telecommunica-
tions Advisor were performed by
various Executive Office entities
concerned primarily with civil
defense and emergency prepar-
edness. However, beginning in
1964, various proposals were
made by congressional commit-
tees, by executive branch study
groups and by groups outside
the government to create a sepa-
rate office for telecommunica-
tions research, policy planning
and formulation, and for coordi-
nation of government's own com-
munications activities. The Ros-
tow Task Force in 1968 referred
to the need for a "communica-
tions promoter" for the executive
branch. Some of the language of
the recommendations is interest-
ing in light of subsequent devel-
opments:

"The overall need, then, is for
a long-range planning, policy-
formulating and coordinating,
and mission-support capability
which can serve to integrate the
various roles in which the Ex-
ecutive Branch is presently en-
gaged.
To its tasks, the proposed en-

tity would bring the skills of
engineers and scientists capa-
ble of analyzing the applicabili-
ty of technological developments
in terms of both component per-
formance and system design;
and of lawyers, economists and
statisticians capable of engag-
ing in, in cooperation with tech-
nical    personnel,long-range
technological, cost and demand
forecasting. As these programs
began to be implemented, one
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'The job of coordinating the communicationsactivities and policies of other
government agencies has proven to be moredifficult than originally anticipated.
Furthermore, our research and analysisdo not always overwhelm everyone.'

could expect a constant flow of
such personnel to other com-
munications-related govern-
ment activities, including the
FCC."

Clearly, the Rostow group
wanted the technocrats to bring
their skills to bear on communi-
cations issues and even foresaw
some of the player trades that
have taken place between OTP
and the FCC.

A new decade, a new group
In February, 1970, President

Nixon proposed and the Con-
gress supported the Reorganiza-
tion Plan which created OTP.
The functions assigned the new
office were essentially those rec-
ommended by the Rostow Task
Force. The Office was deliber-
ately kept small, with most re-
search and analysis to be
performed by OTP support
groups in the Department of
Commerce's Office of Telecom-
munications. The President's
message to the Congress outlined
three essential roles for OTP:

1. To be principal advisor to
the President on telecommunica-
tions policy to "enable the Presi-
dent and all government officials
to share more fully in the
experience, the insights, and the
forecasts of government and
non-government experts." (Our
old friends the technocrats com-
ing to the fore again.)

2. To formulate policies and
coordinate operations in the
realm of the government's own
use of communications.

3. To enable the Executive
Branch "to speak with a clearer
voice and to act as a more effec-
tive partner in discussion of com-
munications policy with both the
Congress and the Federal Com-
munications Commission."
Clay Whitehead was nominat-

ed and confirmed as director of
OTP and today marks the third
year of his tenure in that posi-
tion.
In technocratic terms, Dr.

Whitehead was a natural to head
the Office: he's an MIT grad-
uate, a Rand Corporation "think
tank" occupant, and a .former
member of IEEE.

A kindly axe for OTP?
But what in the world hap-

pened to OTP? If you read the
trade press, you are expected to
believe that the bright promise
of OTP has tarnished, that OTP
is battered, and that Whitehead
is beleaguered. I get the image of
Dr. Whitehead sitting in a decay-
ing and crumbling office, de-
prived of belt and shoelaces by a
kindly retainer who does not
want to see him do anything
drastic, and waiting for a merci-
ful Congress to put him out of
his misery.
You shouldn't believe this

image; just as you had no rea-
son to believe the articles of a
year ago that pictured White-
head as a young czar of the com-
munications world, riding the
crest of power, and stuffing his
policies down the throats of un-

Continued on page 158
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7-Aling FCC commissioners and7.
embers  of Congress.
I'm not, however, going to tell

you that OTP doesn't have some
new difficulties. When Congress
gives every indication of lopping
off half of OTP's 1974 budget re-
quest, which totalled only $3.2
million to begin with, we're not
exactly flying high. We lose some
issues at the FCC; we lose some
in the Congress; and we even
lose some at the White House.
The job of coordinating the com-
munications activities and poli-
cies of other government agen-
cies has proven to be more diffi-

and complex interrelationships
that abound in telecommunica-
tions.

Hamstrung by Congress?
It would be useless, and even

risky, to attempt to confine an
entity such as OTP to narrow
considerations of technical mat-
ters. If this is the intent of the
Congress in slashing the OTP
budget, they are going about it in
the wrong way. The budget cuts
will hurt the very aspect of OTP
activities that everyone finds
least offensive, that is, the solid
technical and economic research
that must be done and that OTP

. . . what is needed from OTP is not only
specialized expertise. We also need
the ability to take a broader view, a
broader perspective on the close
and complex interrelationships that abound
in telecommunications.' dr•

cult than originally anticipated.
Furthermore, our research and
analysis do not always over-
whelm everyone. And, with our
record out there in full view fcir
anyone to see, I can't claim that
we haven't made mistakes.
But we are doing what we are

supposed to do, even though we
could do it better. OTP has been
brought up short, however, when
it has spoken out forthrightly on
the broad issues that affect the
electronic mass media and its
relation to the government
through the regulatory process.
In effect, OTP's critics are
saying "technocrat stick to your
last"; don't get involved in these
broader questions that needn't
concern you. But what is needed
from OTP is not only specialized
expertise. We also need the abil-
ity to take a broader view, a
broader perspective on the close

is well-qualified to do.
Right now, the Congress quite

properly provides the broader
perspective that is and will con-
tinue to be needed in communica-
tions policy-making. But this
shouldn't be a closed shop. The
FCC should perform a broader
policy-making function too, and
so should OTP. You can't be
principal advisor to the Presi-
dent on telecommunications is-
sues or an effective partner in
the policy dialog if you've suf-
fered a pre-frontal lobotomy. We
should be able to think about and
state opinions on the social, phil-
osophical and even political
issues and considerations that, as
technocrats, we know must ulti-
mately control in the future of
communications policy-making.
For example, the principal

challenge of cable television to
public policy and to the existing

no
broadcast industry arises from
its multi-channel capacity. Cable
offers an abundance of channels
in place of TV broadcasting's
scarcity.

Cable's channels could be
used to increase the variety
and diversity of entertainment,
information, and opinion avail-
able to the viewer, if the policy-
makers can devise ways to in-
crease access to those channels
free of regulatory bottlenecks
and excessive private monopoly
controls.

But that's a big "if" and
and development of broadband
technology itself will not dic-
tate the adoption of a policy
that takes full advantage of the
opportunities presented by cable.
Look what has happened in

television broadcasting. There is
no engineering reason why it has
to be as scarce a medium as it
now is.

If policy-makers were to
change a few non-technical, but
socially and politically critical as-
sumptions, we could have many
more TV channels and stations;
both the low-power kind and the
wide-area service VHF kind. It's
not technology that has dictated
the choice to keep TV broadcast
channels a scarce resource. But
I'm not criticizing this choice.
My point is that the same

thing could happen to cable tech-
nology, if care isn't exercised. If
we do not tailor a new public pol-
icy for cable, it is likely that
cable will continue to develop and
be regulated in the policy mold
created for broadcasting by the
1927 Radio Act. This could result
in the creation of an artificial
scarcity of channels. Cable could
be seen simply as an extension of
and a supplement to the TV
broadcast industry. It could be
treated as a secondary service
that could engulf the primary
broadcast service if cable's many
channels are used to their full ca-
pacity. This perception of cable's
channel abundance as a threat
could retard cable growth and
even limit -rim
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of its channel capacity.It is OTP's responsibility toanticipate these kinds of risksand, as experts acting with otherexperts in and out of govern-ment, make the policy choicesand their consequences explicit.But we must take into account afull range of considerations, notsimply the technical considera-tions, and we must be free tospeak out on these issues.
The real role of OTP
OTP doesn't want, and mustnot have, primacy in communica-tions policy-making. But we dowant to be the effective partnerof entities that perhaps do notwant partners. The policy-mak-ing process, however, must of ne-cessity include the - executivebranch, whether or not there isan OTP. What president could orshould ignore the issues posed bythe rapid and varied develop-ment of communications technol-ogy and its impact upon thefabric of our society?The question answers itself.Without an OTP, this presidentand every future presidentwould still have a responsibilityto deal with these issues; but thetechnocrats, skilled profession-als, or what have you, would bedriven underground or scatteredamong other departments andagencies. They would be effec-tively cut off from the Presidentand he would find it difficult tohave the benefit of a full-rangeof their insights and perspec-tives.

The communications indus-tries are too technologically ad-vanced and growing too rap-idly to accept this return to afragmentation in policy planningand a hidden agenda in policyformulation. This points up theneed for an OTP that is out inthe open and visible to the public,to the Congress and to the FCC;an OTP that is accountable to thePresident, the Congress and thecourts for the conduct of its ac-tivities.
Being visible and accountable,we should be challenged, disput-

ed, debated and even, from timeto time, denounced; just as OTPshould be allowed the same free-dom to inquire, question andchallenge others in the field. Butwe should and must continue toforge ahead and percolate withnew ideas, new concepts, and dif-ferent perspectives, if policy-making in the vital communica-tions area is to be a dynamicprocess from which all can bene-fit.
Despite ruffled feathers, doesanyone think that the Congresswill not benefit in its delibera-tions of a renewal bill from theclash of FCC and OTP views onthe issue of program percentagesin the license renewal process?Who doesn't believe that the pub-lic broadcast system will not be ahealthier one for all the debateregarding its fundamental goalsand objectives; or that commer-cial broadcasting cannot with-stand careful analysis of itseconomic imperatives and theirregulatory consequences? Arethe Congress and the FCC theonly ones to be allowed to judgethe future policies for cable de-velopment or the roles of com-petition and monopoly in thetelephone industry? Are the onlyadvocates to be the industry in-terests and an ad hoc assortmentof consumer or viewer groups? Icertainly hope not.

There is no place for the closedshop or the closed mind in com-munications policy-making. OTPshould not be confined to the roleof technocratic waterboy whilethe other players are on the field.I don't think that professionalcommunications engineers wouldwant to be confined to that kindof a role either. There's more atstake than requiring one FCCcommissioner to be an engineeror appointing someone with anengineering background to headOTP; all such professionalsshould be participating in thepolicy process on a much widerscale and to a much greater de-gree. The public will be short-changed if the professionals set-t1 p fcr• .
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Nixon 4ides Discuss Rerun Limit

:ev ALBIN KRT.:: l'7;

L.:LW r. ched, director

1;• of the Wh 4,ouse office of
Telecommure etions Policy,

, together with .:.s top legal aide
have quietly been calling on.
officials of the three television
networks to get them to limit
eoluntarily the number of re-
runs on TV. .
Ad of the network calls

-.ere made Nov. 22, the day
. Thanksgiving. Network

0;•fe:Hs involved refused yes-
, te.riiey to reveal exactly what

was said at the meeting.
One official, however, who

nAed that his name be with-
said that Mr. Whitehead

and his acting special counsel,

"D. r i-1
A 4 %mho k4,0,1 411....4 'I.—,

Henry Goldbere, viseed the
networks to "ineul7e in some
Lien:le jawboning at the urgieg
of President Nixon,"

THE VISITS were in keeping
with Mr. Nixon',; promise to
the Screen Actors Guild arid
other West Coast entertain-
ment-industry unions to take
an active part in a campaign
to cut the number of TV re-
runs. Such a cut, Mr. Nixon
has said, would create more
original programs and thus
more jobs for the union mem-
bers.
Mr. Nixon in a letter to the

Screen Actors Guild on jct.
14, suuegested that unless tee
networks voluntarily reduced
the number of reruns in
peening prime viewing time,
"we will explore, whatever
regulatory reeominerelaCeee
are in order."
The President delegated iet r.

1"!'itehead to work with the
networks to "find a volentery
.solution.", Since then. occord-
ine to Mr. Goldberg, "we heee
made a two-month inveieiee-
tion of, the problem." .
A spokesman for 'eft. White-

head said yesterday, "we did
not want to make public the
fact that we have reached the.

stage of .reeeiee :Hie.- •
the rersore.'s eeoet a vol...Lee:::
soletion."

IT WAS LEARNED hoe -
ever, that the calls were made,
and that the Columbia Broad-
casting System Official reach-
ed was 'John A. Schneider,
president of the C.B.S. broad-
cast group.

A spokesman for the • •
tional Broadcasting Company
said that Don Durgin, president
of the N.B.C. television net-
work, received Mr. Whitehead
and Mr. Goldbere "to talk
about reruns, " but that the
and details could not be re-
vealed.

' A spokesman for the A-
merican Brnadcasting Com-
pany said that offle at that
netwerk were in Puerta r!
for a station affiliates 'nee....
and there would be no eel:::
ment.

The network official who
characterized the meetir
with Mr. Whitehead and Mr.
Goldberg as "jawboning" in
behalf of the President, ex-
p re.ssed resentment that
"Nixon feels he has 'a right
to step in and tell us hew
to run our businesses."



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

October 29, 1971

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND REGULATION

Intermediate (2-5 years)

(1) Allow importation of distant signals under FCC proposed formulas,

with compulsory licensing.

(2) Allow cable operators to provide additional programming at their

discretion.

(3) Require that cable operators lease excess channels to other

program suppliers without discrirnination.

(4) Relieve cable operators of all uneconomic burdens (free channels,

excess capacity, two-way capability, etc.)

Permanent

jvc.coolood. 1)

other program suppliers without discrimination,. and increase

Require that broadband system operators lease all channels to

capacity on reasonable demand.

(2) Require that broadband operators connect all who wish to subscribe

within their franchise area, at nondiscriminatory rates.

(3) Impose full copyright liability on all channel lessees femme?...



(4) Impose no content regulation on channel lessees, and enforce

existing obscenity, libel, slander laws through the courts.

(5) Impose no regulation of rates charged by program suppliers or

other channel lessees to their customers.

(6) Leave to'the States the right to regulate franchise terms, basic

subscriber fees, and channel access fees.

(7) Provide broadcast stations and newspapers the option within

their market area of:

(a) owning broadband systems subject to the prograrr,iming

restrictions and other obligations noted above; or

(b) programming any number of channels leased from a

nonaffiliated broadband operator.

(8) Encourage the.rambtriotkose availability

/440
and low-income

uire sroadbana operators to c

levels within the ar

rural

eir o'er.via

19, provid Federal subsidies for rural and low-income

viewers, as for telephone service.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

October 29, 1971

FEDERAL INITIATIVES

• (1) Establish cooperative government/industry broadband demon-

stration Programs in several urban and rural areas.

(2) Expand HEW activities in software development for education

and health services.

(3) Disseminate information and assistance on broadband. -services

through the SBA and National League of Cities.

(4) Encourage NBS to mount a cooperative program to establish

technical standards for broadband systems.

(5) Establish a rural broadband development program under DOA.

(6) Underwrite so

of terminal device; nd

of demons tion programs.

vate sector deve op

eripheral equipment, as part
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B, M. Owen
July 28, 1971

LONG TERM CABLE TELEVISION POLICY

PRELIMINARY LIST OF POLICY OPTIONS

I. Industry Structure

a. Complete vertical disintegration (common carrier)

b. Partial integration (operator controls some channels)

c. Full integration (operator controls access to all channels)

d. Full or partial government control of access (licensing of
program suppliers)

Z. Protection for Broadcasting 

Free reign to cable deveiopment

b. Accelerated cable development through government
promotion, subsidization

c. Partial restrictions on rate of growth of cable to protect
broadcasting

d. Complete "freeze" on cable to protect broadcasting

e. Subsidies (direct or indirect) to broadcasters hurt by cable

f. Arrangements to allow broadcasters to participate in cable

g. Concessions to broadcasters in other areas (e.g., license
renewals)

h. Purchase by government of broadcast licenses (at "market
values"); replace broadcasting with wire gradually
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3. Rural and Low Income Viewers

a. Do nothing

b. Establish subsidy programs (like REA) for rural areas

C. Require cable operators to run translaters

d. Encourage satellite development, other technological
solutions

e. Subsidize low income viewers directly or indirect (e. g.,
through model cities)

4. Pay Television

a. Extend present highly restrictive rules to cable

b. Allow unrestricted pay-TV on cable

c. Allow pay-TV on cable with mild restrictions such as
1:41.11.1421.1.1LL.1.11 41%41:L11i...1.1..1eb U.R. CLCCUIll.pc1 Li y iL16 Lt. ee e LV 1C e

d. Leave this issue to FCC or Congress or States

5. Ownership 

a. Leave it all to antitrust authorities

b. Prohibit or limit broadcast/newspaper ownership of cable

C. No restrictions on cross--ownership

d. Restrictions on multiple system ownership

e. Restrictions on network ownership



6. Regulatory Authority

a. Leave industry unregulated

b. Leave content unregulated, but regulate transmission

c. Give FCC full regulatory authority

d. Give full authority to States/cities

e. Make legislative guidelines, leave rest to courts

f. Split authority between FCC and States

7. Copyright 

a.. Propose special institutional arrangements for payments

(like ASCAP, BMI)

b. Do nothing

c. Suggest legislation defining methods, amounts of payment

8. Public, Social, Educational, Government Uses

a: Suggest establishment of large scale experimental programs

b. Suggest Federal funding of some social uses

C. Do nothing

d. Suggest further study

9. Kinds of rgation

a. Full licensing of cable systems (transmission) in the

traditional common carrier mold

b. Regulation of content (fairness, licenses) as in broadcasting

c. Partial regulation in each of above areas through legislative

guidelines enforced by courts

d. No regulation in either area
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10. Telephone Service 

a. Prohibit telephone companies from getting involved

b. Allow full telephone company participation, but not on
an exclusive basis

c. Define services, functions which telephone company can/
cannot perform

d. Encourage direct competition between telephone and cable

Alternative keproaches 

1. Do nothing

2. Propose major legislation

3. Suggest need for legislation, but propose none

4. State policy in letter to ConpregA/Ficc, hut t1r rd. n-nns

legislation

5. Announce further study/task force

Major Substantive Alternatives 

1. Take a major initiative in favor of cable/wired nation, pull
out all stops, make this•an issue of "progress versus vested
interests',

Z. Put full freeze on further cable development, either outright
or through continued delay; come down squarely on side of
broadcasters

3. Come out with a compromise solution, a "balanced" policy,
allowing some cable growth, while providing some broadcast
protection.



DAMATA, JASON

From: DAMATA, JASON
Sent: Sunday, February 13, 2005 9:10 AM
To: itom©cwx.corni
Cc: DAMATA, JASON
Subject: Sifting Through History--Box #3

Importance: High

Some of this stuff is fascinating! You are missing out on a good time!
Here is what I sorted through so far

Pre-OTP
1. Executive Branch and Spectrum Management

Materials dating back to the Eisenhower administration on the establishment of an Advisory Board.

2. Comsat
There are documented squabbles over
• Legislation Amending the 1962 Satellite Act.
• Ownership/oversight of the executive board,
• Industry structure and reach
• Oversight jurisdictions
• Domsat issues
• Government Use Issues
• AT&T and the fight over satellite entry into long distance telephony
• Talk of eliminating common carrier ownership of Comsat stock
• DOJ's anti-trust division had taken an interest
•

The players so far are 
OTP--CTW, Goldberg
Don Baker-DOJ
Joe Charyk--President of Comsat
John Martin--VP of Comsat
Dean Burch and Bernie Strassburg-FCC
Henry Cartucci--Western Union
Howard White--ITT
Howard Hawkins--RCA
Battle, Ashern, Crosland--AT&T
Sen. Gravel

The most interesting thing to me is 
The was a movement to force AT&T to sell its stock and relinquish its stake in Comsat. Meanwhile there is media hype
about Comsat becoming a competitor in the long distance market (since the MCI decision). The executive branch
appointed 3 seats on the Board of Directors in perpetuity.

1



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

November 15, 1971

Honorable John 0. Pastore
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Pastore:

DIRECTOR

You have asked me to provide you with the Administration's

views on the FCC's cable television proposals, as well as

Administration recommendations resulting from the work of

the special Cabinet Committee on broadband cable. Since the

Committee will not address specifically the FCC's proposed

conditions of distant-signal carriage, and since it will in

any event not complete its work for several more weeks, I am

replying separately to your first request.

The Administration's views on the FCC proposals can be

summarized as follows:

(1) It is highly desirable that the "freeze" on cable

development in the major markets be eliminated, and

that the new medium be permitted to proceed with its

growth as soon as possible in an atmosphere conducive

to stability and cooperation among the various inter-

ests involved in providing program services to the

public.

(2) Those matters pertaining to cable retransmission of

broadcast television signals which the FCC has addres

(i.e., permissible distant signals, definition of

local signals and "anti-leapfrogging") involve the

type of substantive determination which, within broad

limits, is best resolved by an administrative agency.

Those proposals should be supplemented, however, with

provisions applicable to radio signals and with restr

tions upon importation of copyrighted programming.

(3) The balance of the proposals, including the division

of federal-state authority over broadband cable servi

are predicated on unclear authority and address issue

of major national concern which will ultimately deter

mine the form and structure of the new industry.

Implementation of these proposals should not be allow

to preclude thorough Congressional review of the fun-

damental policy questions which the Cabinet Committee

is considering.
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.The Supreme Court has affirmed the FCC's authority to impose
those regulatory requirements on cable television that are
"reasonably ancillary to the effective performance of the
Commission's various responsibilities for the regulation of
television broadcasting." The FCC's proposals dealing with
carriage of television broadcast signals clearly fall within
this authority. Accordingly, there is no question of the FCC's
power to resolve -such issues as the definition of "local"
signals, the appropriate number of distant signals to be carried
by cable systems, and restrictions on the points of origin of
distant signals (i.e., "anti-leapfrogging").

We have no substantive comments on these aspects of the
proposed rules. These provisions are intended to provide cable
with an opportunity for immediate growth, while protecting the
economic viability of our "over-the-air" television broadcast
system. They involve judgmental determinations of the type
which, within broad limits, Congress must of necessity leave
to the discretion of its regulatory agencies. What is essen-
tial, as far as the broadcast-carriage proposals are concerned,
is that there be prompt adoption of a regulatory approach which
will receive general acceptance, thereby enabling the sound
growth of the industry to proceed.

There are, however, several problems which these broadcast-
related proposals leave unresolved: first, there is the problem
of the importation of distant radio signals, and second, the
problem of exclusivity protection for copyrighted television
programming.

Leaders of the affected industries have recently reached an
agreement regarding provisions that deal with these concerns
and also involve minor modifications of some broadcast-related
items already included in the Commission's proposals. If
reflected in the Commission's final rules, this agreement would
fully meet our concerns regarding radio and copyright. Absent
this accord on the final rules, there is serious risk that an
end to the freeze will be delayed by challenges in the courts
and Congressional hearings on these matters. We believe the
public interest would not be served by such developments.

Turning now to those aspects of the proposals which go beyond
the conditions of cable retransmission of over-the-air signals,
relating to broadband cable as a communications medium in its
own right: These aspects of the proposed rules (together with
existing rules and further contemplated rulemakings) involve
such matters as Federal preemption of state and local control,
the extent of FCC supervision of programming, limitations on
numbers of channels, flexibility with respect to new services,
and prescribed channel usage. These and other matters of like



Importance will shape the economic structure, and indeed the
character, of the new medium. They are the subject of the
Cabinet Committee's work and will ultimately require careful
Congressional consideration. The Commission itself has noted
that the recent Midwest Video case casts doubt upon the legalit]
of this type of regulation, and it has requested Congressional
clarification. Similarly, we believe the 1934 Communications
Act provides inadequate guidance for the regulation of broad-
band cable communications. Therefore, while we favor immediate
implementation of the proposed rules in order to permit the
growth of cable television, our recommendation is based upon
the hope and expectation that Congress will address these
fundamental aspects of broadband cable policy at an appropriate
time, before the economics of the industry and the character
of the medium have become irreversibly set in the mold
contemplated by the Commission.

As you have stated, cable television involves many fundamental
and complex policy matters of national importance. Until they
can be resolved by due Congressional deliberation, we believe
the public interest will best be served by ending the cable
"freeze" through adoption of the FCC proposals. This course
of action will enable the Congress to give its full attention
at a later time to the major issues involved in the future of
broadband communications services without further delaying the
expansion of cable television service for the American people.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
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proposals for ending the distant signal freeze. On Thursday,

association and the NAB compromised many of their differences

and agreed to support significant modifications in the FCC's

program production companies had also agreed. As news, this

be a most significant milestone for the electronic media.

Today I'd like to tell you why think this assessment is not

the MST Board voted to go along and we learned that the major

extravagant.

is pretty stale, as history it's very current, and it could

Cable operators chose certainty and a quick end to the freeze

and copyright owners were ready for a settlement once it became

moments. Obtaining agreement on the details of the compromise

apparent that cable's star at the FCC was on the ascendancy.

rather than endless challenges to their right to exist. This

discussions was a certainty. There were some very doubtful

is not to say, however, that the outcome of the settlement

Chairman Burch and his staff, worked with the industry leaders,

among the disparate factions in each industry was a difficult

extraordinary leadership on the part of industry representatives.

but it was truly an industry effort in which government

and, some thought impossible, task. It was accomplished by

can't give them enough credit. We in government, especially

cooperated.

First, how was it accomplished? Let's face it--broadcasters

• f

%WO

Last Wednesday the Boards of both the cable television
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The substantive details of the settlement dealt with

the bread and butter issues of the number of distant signals,

the definition of a local signal under the significant viewing

standard, and leapfrogging restrictions. These types of deter-

minations are best resolved by the affected industries and

the FCC. OTP did not impose its judgment on how these matters

should be decided. We simply felt they should be decided

without a free-for-all in the Congress and the courts. We

felt that the public had a substantial ineerest in having the

industry representatives agree on provisions that would permit

cable to expand its program services to many new areas, while

preserving the continued availability of programming offered

by local television broadcast stations. This goal has been

achieved.

The settlement also achieves other important public

interest goals. It deals for the first time with the problems

of radio distant signal importation and provides exclusivity

protection for copyrighted television programs. The settlement

assures the economic viability of the existing television

program production companies and encourages new ones to enter

the field by enabling them to collect copyright fees from

cable operators and to sell adequate exclusivity protection

to broadcasters. The public has a substantial interest in

fostering a diversity of program supply sources in this manner.
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Copyright and programming were central to the compromise.

This reflects the view that government policy must treat the

electronic media from the public's viewpoint. We do this when

we focus on the program services offered and not the means of

transmission.

But where's the programming going to come from? What

incentives are we going to use to encourage new program sources?

Will the availability of many channels simply illuminate the

scarcity of attractive programs or will it spur the development

of programs of a kind

appropriate questions

how can we manipulate

gramming, but how can

not feasible today? These are the

government can ask about programs--not

each station's or cable system's pro-

we encourage program diversity and choice

so we won't have to manipulate content.

The compromise gets cable growth underway and enables us

to turn our attention to this type of very basic, longer range

problem. To get back to my opening point, I see this as the

real significance of the settlement. With the skirmishing on

distant signals, footnote 69, and leapfrogging out of the way,

we can concentrate on how broadband cable can become an integral

part of our communications media.

This basic issue is being actively considered by the

Administration. I recently wrote to Senator Pastore,

Representative Staggers and other Congressional leaders giving
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them our views on the FCC proposals. Let me summarize them

briefly for you:

(1) We said the "freeze" on cable development should

be eliminated and cable should be allowed to grow

in an atmosphere conducive to stability and cooper-

(2)

ation among the various

services to the public.

We also supported modification

interests providing program

of the proposals

regarding cable retransmission of broadcast signals,

as agreed upon in the settlement reached by the

parties.

(3) We ended by sounding a note of caution concerning

the balance of the FCC proposals--the ones that don't

relate to the requirements for cable carriage of

broadcast signals, but aim to mold cable as a new

communications medium in its own right. While we

favor immediate implementation of the FCC proposals,

we recommended that the Congress carefully review

these broadband policy issues before the economic

structure and the character of the new medium becomes

irreversibly shaped by the FCC's proposals.

This means that cable should get going immediately to

offer distant signals, build new markets and attract the

investment capital it will need for its growth. We have not
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yet stated our views on the desirability of the direction for

that growth chosen by the Commission. We think that the issues

posed by broadband cable must be resolved by the Congress, since

there is no statutory guidance for the FCC on how to deal with

these issues. While this should not delay implementation of

the cable rules, in our view, the Congress will have to give

its full attention at a not too distant time to the fundamental

and complex policy issues involved in the future of broadband

communications.

Broadcasters have an important role to play in the

future--and not as cable's adversaries. Broadcasters, cable

operators and program production companies are parts of one

industry--an industry that provides programming to the public.

That's how the public views you. That's how government policy

should treat you. If we fail to establish such a policy,

broadcasters and cable owners will be pitted against each

other and each compromise will be harder to get. It will

become a matter of economic survival and then compromise will

be impossible. More importantly, we can't predicate media

development on a series of short-range compromises. We need

a policy and we need Congressional assistance in creating one.

This should be our mutual goal.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

December 6, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. John Ehrlichman

Attached are:

(1) A discussion of the executive branch organization

for telecommunications and a recommended reorganization.

(2) A description of the responsibilities of a new

X Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Both the Bureau of the Budget and the staff of the President's

Advisory Council on Executive Organization have assisted

in the preparation of this recommendation. We would like to

have your comments before submitting a final recommendation

to the President. I would appreciate having your comments by

December 13.

Attachments

t ig an

Assistant to the President

•

••
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH ORGANIZATIONFOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecommunications
to the Nation and for the government's own missions, there is no
effective policy-making capability for telecommunications in the
executive branch. The Administration is therefore largely unable
to exert leadership or take initiatives in spite of vulnerability to
criticism for FCC policies. Government-wide coordination of its
own telecommunications activities has not been adequate. These
problems have been manifested in several ways:

1. There is a serious lack of effective machinery for
dealing expeditiously with domestic telecommunications issues.
The government has been grappling for several years, with only.
limited success, with such issues as "foreign attachments" to the
public telephone network, cable TV and pay TV, the possible uses
and industry structure for a domestic satellite communications
system, and policies for computer communications. There is a
current tendency to resolve such issues by past precedents and by
compromises between the FCC and various agencies in the executive
branch, but the increasingly Lapid rate of technological change and
introduction of new services makes policy-by-precedent increasingly
less relevant, more restrictive, or counterproductive. Neither the
FCC nor the executive branch has a significant capability for
systematic economic and technical analysis.

2. Efforts to coordinate the procurement and use of tele-
communications facilities and services by the Federal government
have had limited success. The current coordination arrange-
ments, embodied in the National Communications Sys tern (NCS)
structure, have achieved certain desirable interconnections and
operating procedures, but have not produced the desired assurances
that the government is procuring the services needed in an efficient

.manner. Although present policies call for a "unified" NCS, there
is little agreement on what further unification is needed, or what
it would cost or accomplish.

3. The current procedures for spectrum allocation arc
highly inflexible and are increasingly creating a spectrum shortage
crisis. The shortage is especially severe in the land mobile radio
allocations, which are becoming increasingly important to local
police and fire protection services, among many other Claimants.

DECLASSIFIED
t Authority
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Current organization for communications policy-making and coordination 

The Director of Telecommunications Management (DTM) in the Officeof Emergency Preparedness is now charged by Executive Order andPresidential mem or andum with the responsibility for coordinating
telecommunications activities in the executive branch. The DTM
also is designated Special Assistant to the President for Telecom-
munications. However, the history of the organization reveals that
attempts by the DTM to exercise leadership in communications policy
have been largely ineffectual. The responsibilities and authority of •
the DTM are questioned by agencies with operating responsibilities.
This situation results from a number of factors including organizationallocation, inadequate staff, and lack of clear authority.

There is now no office in the executive branch with the responsibility
or the capability to review the whole range of national telecommunicationspolicies as expressed in legislation and in FCC policies. The Anti-
trust Division of the Department of Justice has occasionally filed
briefs on the competitive aspects of decisions before the FCC, but
these derive largely from antitrust considerations rather than from
familiarity with. communications issues. The Department of Commercehas a telecommunications research capability, but no responsibility
or familiarity with communications policy. Neither the Council of
Economic Advisers nor the Office of Science and Technology are
equipped to address the fundamental economic and institutional
problems of the communications industry and its regulation by the
FCC, or the problems of the government's own telecommunications.

Studies of Federal organization

Since World War II, there have been a number of studies of Federal
communications organization and a number of reorganizations and
shifts of responsibilities within the executive branch. None has
proved particularly satisfactory, and, indeed, there is no ideal •
solution. This is due in part to the quasi-independence of the FCC
from the executive branch and in part to the conflicting individual
agency mission responsibilities within the executive branch.

The study of the Federal government: communications organization
completed in December 1968 by the Bureau of the Budget provides

'DECLASSIFIED
I 1. Authority iZ. . 1
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a good statement of the shortcomings of our current organization.The Bureau of the Budget reported a need for:

(1) a strengthened organization for policy planning,
formulation and direction of Federal communicationsactivities.

(2) a reorganized and strengthened National CommunicationsSystem (NCS) within the Department of Defense.

(3) an improved procurement and technical assistanceeffort in communications on behalf of those Federal
agencies which do not now have adequate resourcesin this field.

(4) a unified frequency spectrum management process.

(5) a coordinated technical assistance program for Stateand local government in this area.

The recently released report of the Government Accounting Officefocused on the government's communications and evaluated theprogress toward establishment of a unified National CommunicationsSystem as directed by the President in 1963. The GAO found a needfor stronger coordination of government telecommunicationsplanning, and recommended a single entity be responsible forpolicy direction and control of the Government's telecommunicationssystems. The GAO also recommended clarification of what a"unified" NCS is intended to be.

Reorganization issues

The Budget Bureau study of Federal communications organizationmade a number of major recommendations and was recentlydistributed to the departments Concerned. Agency views on thisstudy have the common themes (1) that stronger coordination fromthe top is required in establishing .Government policy for its owntelecommunications requirements, and (2) that the Federal governmentshould take a stronger role in the evolution of national telecommunica-tions to deal with the increasingly rapid rate of technological changeand industry growth. There is. also agreement that a much strongeranalytic capability within the executive branch is needed to achievethese goals.
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There are a variety of possible ways in which telecommunicationsresponsibilities could be reshuffled or strengthened. As a start-ing point, there is widespread agreement that a single office
shOuld bear ultimate responsibility for:

(1) analyses and formulation of overall telecommunications
policy for the executive branch.

(2) policy-level coordination of Federal government
procurement and use of telecommunications services
and equipment.

(3) allocation and assignment of spectrum resources to
government users.

There are several further issues.

The first is where such a single office should be located. There
are two competing sets of considerations. Further expansion of
telecommunications activities within the Executive Office of the
President would force undesirable growth in the size of the
Executive Office of the Presieent, while telecommunications does
not require the frequent direct Presidential attention implied by
a location within the Executive Office. On the other hand, placing
the central office within an executive department (e. g. , Comma- cc
or Transportation) raises serious questions about the impartiality
of frequency allocation and assignment among government users
and assurance of vital national security interests. Both sides of
this issue have considerable merit, but from the standpoint of
practicality and the need to minimize even temporary disruptions
of our policy machinery, the policy functions should for the time
being remain in the Executive Office. However, as much of the
operational and research responsibilities as possible should be
carried out in the departments and agencies.

Another issue is whether the authority to allocate and assign
frequency spectrum to nongovernment uses,., now vested in the
FCC, should be transferred to the central, executive branch policy
office.
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Consolidation of spectrum allocation authority would permit

greater flexibility in assignment policies and eventually, even

more efficient spectrum use. However, such a move requires

legislation, it raises concerns about political interference in

the assignment of frequencies, and it would inundate the new

office with a highly routine workload. (The FCC now processes

800, 000 applications yearly, compared to 37, 000 now handled by

the DTM. ) For•these reasons, immediate consolidation of these

responsibilities is not recommended, but planning for eventual

consolidation should be started.

A third issue concerns organizational arrangements for management of

Federal communications networks to implement policy guidance. This is

currently done through the National Communications System (NCS) structure.

Both the BOB and GAO studies concluded that changes should be made in

the NCS arrangements. However, the issues involved .are too detailed

and too complex to be settled in the context of reorganization of policy

machinery. Therefore, the NCS arrangements should not be changed at

this time, but should be studied as a priority matter by the new central

policy office as soon as it is established. The study would review the

objectives, system concepts, organizational arrangements, and

effectiveness of the NCS structure, and should include a thorough

examination by the. National. Security Council of national security
objectives for telecommunications. Recommendations should be

developed for the President regarding the best objectives and

management arrangements for overall coordination of Federal

telecommunications activities

Recommendation

An Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established as

an independent entity in the Executive Office of the President.

The Director of this office, appointed by the President, would

have Primary executive branch responsibility for both national

telecommunications policies and Federal administrative telecom-

munication operations. The responsibilities of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy would include:

economic, technical. and systems analysis of

telecommunications policies and opportunities in

support of national policy formulation and U. S.

participation in international telecommunications

activities.

__ developing executive branch policy on telecommun
ications

matters including, but not limited to, industry 
organization

and practices, regulatory policies, and the 
allocation and

use of the electromagnetic spectrum for both 
government

and nongovernment use.
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-- advocating executive branch poli
cies to the FCC, and

through the President to the Congres
s; and representing

the executive branch in FCC proceedings
.

exercising final authority for the assign
ment of

the spectrum to government users, and develop
ing

with the FCC a long-range plan for improved

management of the total radio spectr
um.

reviewing and evaluating the res
earch and development

for, and planning, operation, tes
ting, procurement, and

use of all telecommunication s
ystems and services by the

Federal government; developin
g appropriate policies and

standards for such systems;
 and making recommendations

to the Bureau of the Budget and re
sponsible departmental

officials concerning the scope 
and funding of competing,

overlapping, or inefficient prog
rams.

- exercising the functions confe
rred on the President by

the Communications Satellite Ac
t.

under the policy guidance 
of the Director, Office of

Emergency Preparedness,
 coordinating plans and

programs for testing of an
d preparing to

the use of telecommunicat
ions resourCes in a state

of national emergency.

test, review, and report
 to the President, through

the National Security Co
uncil, on the ability of

national communications
 resources to meet establis

hed

national security requirem
ents efficiently and

responsively.

- coordinating Federal ass
istance to state and loca

l

governments in the t
elecommunications field.

In performing these functio
ns,. the Director, Office

 of Telecommunications

Policy, will be assisted by a
 small staff, augmented

 as. required by:

(1) ad hoc, interagency and 
nongovernment task groups,

 (2) independent

consultants, (3) contract st
udies, (4) a new Telec

ommunications Research

and Analysis Center, (5) the 
Interdepartment Radio Advis

ory Committee,

and (6) a new Telecommuni
cations Advisory Commit

tee composed of

experts from outside of the
 government. So long as the NCS 

structure

is retained, he will also
 be assisted by the 

Executive Agent of the 
NCS.

1
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A „Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center (TRAC) should
be established in the Department of Commerce, reporting to the
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The TRAC would pro --
vide a centralized research, engineering and analysis capability in.
support of spectrum management and such other areas as may be
required. Specific functions of the TRAC would be to:

conduct research and analysis in the general field oftelecommunication sciences in support of other govern-ment agencies or in response to specific directivesfrom the Office of Telecommunications Policy, withparticular emphasis on radio propagation, radiosystems characteristics, and operating techniquesleading to improved utilization of the radio resource.
develop and operate a national electromagneticcompatibility analysis facility under the generalpolicy guidance of the Director, OTP.

provide the administrative and technical supportrequired by the Interdepartment Radio AdvisoryCommittee. Thi.s6,support will operate inaccordance with policies and criteria laid down bythe OTP, and will be responsive to OTP requestsfor information and special frequency assignmentactions.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established with
an initial strength of up to 30 professionals, including up to 15 at super-
grade levels. The position of Director, Office of Telecommunications
Policy should be established at executive pay level III. Provision
should be made within the budget of the office for adequate consulting
fees.,and contract-u.a.1 support; and for administrative support to, and,
space for, task groups and personnel on short-term detail.
The Office of Telecommunications Management in the OEP should be
abolished. All policy functions of that office not directly related t'o
emergency preparedness should be transferred to the Office of
Telecommunications Policy, along with appropriate emergency
planning functions, final spectrum management authority, and NCS
responsibilities. The major portion of the Frequency Management
Directorate of the OThil should be transferred to the Department of
Commerce to provide the technical and clerical support functions
described above. The position of Special Assistant to th.e esident
for Telecommunications should be abolished.
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The Office of Telecommunications Policy will exercise the policy
functions of the Executive Office of the President with respect to the
planning, integration, and emergency use of the telecommunications
systems of the executive branch, subject to general policy guidance
on appropriate matters from the National Security Council and the
Director, OEP. This function will continue to be exercised through
the mechanism of the National Communications System (NCS). until
such time as changes in that mechanism are suggested by the policy
review recommended above and approved by the President.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE OF

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy develops

the executive branch position on national telecommunications

policy, coordinates the planning and operation of the telecomunica-

tions systems of the Federal government, discharges respon.sibilities

assigned to the President in the areas of spectrum management and

satellite communications, and performs emergency planning .and

control. functions for telecommunications.

The Director serves as the President's principal, advisor on

telecommunications policy, including:

(1) The organization, practices, and regulation of the

U. S. domestic and international communications

industry.

(2) The allocation, use, and management of 
the radio

spectrum resource for government use, 
and prepara-

tion of recommendations to the FCC on sp
ectrum

allocation for civilian us e.

(3) The preparation of U. S. posi
tions for international

communication conferences, co
nventions, and

organi zations.

(4) Federal research and deve
lopment programs in

support of the above.

The Director assures that the executiv
e branch position on

telecommunication policy issues is effec
tively presented to the

Congress and to the Federal Co
mmunications Commission in the

form of legislative proposals, r
ecommendations, and testimony as

required.

The Director's responsibilities fo
r the planning and operation of

Federal government telecommunicat
ions systems include:

(1) Development of government-w
ide standards for

equipment and procedures, as req
uired in the

interest of economy or effectivenes
s.
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(2) Evaluation of the ability of national communications
resources adequately and efficiently. to meet estab-
lished national security and emergenc.y communications
requirements.

(3) Recommendations to the Bureau of the Budget con-
cerning the funding of communications systems and
research and development programs.

(4) Preparation of guidelines for the most economical.
procurement of Fedela 1 telecommunications services.

The Director exercises the authority, delegated by the Président,
to assign radio frequencies for use by the government. He is
assisted in this responsibility by the Telecommunications Research
and Analysis Center to be established in the Department of Commerce
and the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee. He carries
out the responsibilities conferred on the President by the Communica-
tions Satellite Act. The Director coordinates the development of
plans and programs for the mobilization and use of telecommunication.s
resources in an emergency, and prepares to administer national
telecommunications resources in the event of war under the overall
policy guidance of the Director, OEP,

The Director coordinates assistance in telecommunications matters
provided by the Federal government: to State and local governments.
He appoints scientists, engineers, and economists from outside
government to advise on telecommunications matters.

To carry out these responsibilities, the Director must have the
following qualifications:

(1) A thorough grasp of the social, economic,
engineering, and national security factors which
must be considered in. formulating telecommunications
policies and standards.

(2)
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Familiarity with telecommunications needs and
opportunities of government, industry, and the
public, and with the structure of private and
governmental. telecommunications institutions,
both national. and international.
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(3) The ability to initiate and coordinate telecommunications

policy matters on an interdepartmental basis in

cooperation with industry and public interest groups,

and to define and analyze those key policy issues

requiring Presidential involvement.

(.1) The ability to direct studies utilizing systems analysis,

'systems engineering, and economics needed for the

systematic analysis of telecommunications policies
and opportunities, their impact, their effectiveness,

and their costs.
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June 19, 1969

)XORAiWUM F Cat GVNI:RAL O'CONNELL

, g

Thzug4. 7ott for your memorandum of Jurie ISt.tx regarding
corre4pondence ben yQur office 4.116 NAS.A. on the
procuroznezt of c.o.mrmtulcatki..na eat...411te oci.-vice to
oupport th.e Apollo program.

Your potttlon dOCTITS ettinatly r cn.wthrt3gard to
tha tirrazlz, oi a coaferonce wIth the terrestrial cArriers..
1:ov,,over, I utin havo,rocertatiozo abozt the authorized
tit'citteation arla tho Taos tion of coorttfication of national

imtclref3t. I would 11.1i..ct t this v4.01 you before a
elccisicm l reached la this reztt4r.

cc: Mr. Flanizan
Mr. Whitclicad
Central Files

CTI.Vhitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehoul
Staff itizoictznt
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH I NGTON

February 16, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN '......6,-

FROM: PETER M. FL

laa ii 6 '6

Attached is a thoughtful memorandum which I asked Tom
Whitehead to prepare on NASA. One obvious use of this memo-
randum is to give it to the new Administrator when he comes
on board (I am expecting that Jim Fletcher will take the job in

Xabout four weeks).

You will particularly note the discussion starting in the middle of
page two regarding international cooperation in space. I suggest
that either you or I, or both of us, talk to the President about
this before we get ourselves too deeply committed. If the Presi-
dent is not, as I suspect, committed to the current sharing pro-
gram, then I think I should immediately get George Lowin and
discuss with him the kind of international cooperation that is
desired.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

February 6, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PETER FLANIGAN

DIRECTOR

This Administration has never really faced up to where 
we are going

in Space. NASA, with some help from the Vice Preside
nt, made a

try in 1969 to get the President committed to an "ever-onw
ard-and-

upward" post-Apollo program with continued budget growth into th
e

$6-10 billion range. We were successful in holding that off at least

temporarily, but we have not developed any theme or consistency

in policy. As a result, NASA is both drifting and lobbying for bigge
r

things -- without being forced to focus realistically on what it ought

to be doing. They are playing the President's vaguely defined desir
e

for international cooperation for all it's worth, and no one is effecti
vely

forcing them to put their cooperative schemes in any perspective of

whether they are good or not so good, what are their side effects, and

are they worth the candle. For the last two years, we have cut the

NASA budget, but they manage each year to get a "compromise" o
f a

few hundred million on their shuttle and space station plans. Is the

President really going to ignore a billion or so of sunk costs and

industry expectations when he gets hit for the really big money in a

year or two?

I will try to be constructive by sketching out a few thoughts on the

subject that might suggest what we should do about all this.

NASA is -- or should be -- making a transition from rapid razzle-

dazzle growth and glamor to organizational maturity and more stable

operations for the long term. Such a transition requires wise and

agile management at the top if it is to be achieved successfully. NASA

has not had that. (Tom Paine may have had the ability, but he lacked

the inclination -- preferring to aim for continued growth.) They have

a tremendous overhead structure, far too large for any reasonable

size space program, that will have to be reduced. There will be

internal morale problems of obvious kinds. The bright yolli,g experts

attracted by the Apollo adventure are leaving or becoming middle-aged

bureaucrats with vested interests and narrow perspectives. (Remember,
when atomic power was a yoUng glamor technology? Look at AEC now

and you see what NASA could easily become.)
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There needs to be a sense of direction, both publicly and 
within NASA.

The President's statement on the seventies in space laid the 
ground-

work, but no one is following up. What do we expect of a space

program? We need to define a balance of science, technology develo
p-

ment, applications, defense, international prestige and the like; but

someone will have to do that in a way that really controls the program

rather than vice-versa. In particular, we need a new balance of manned

and unmanned space activity, for that one dimension has big implications

for everything else. We need a more sensible balance of overhead

expenditures and money for actual hardware and operations; the aero-

space industry could be getting a lot more business than they are,

I suspect, with the same overall NASA budget if we could get into all

that overhead.

NASA is aggressively pursuing European funding for their post-Apollo

program. It superficially sounds like the "cooperation" the President

wants, but is this what the President would really want if we really

thought it through? We have not yet decided what we want our post-

Apollo program to be or how fast it will go, but if NASA successfully

gets a European commitment of $1 billion, the President and the

Congress will have been locked into NASA's grand plans because the

political cost of reneging would be too high. I assume the President

wants space cooperation as a way of building good will and reducing

international tensions. But it does not follow that all joint ventures

will have that effect. INTELSAT, for example, is a fully cooperative

space venture and less political than the post-Apollo effort now

envisaged would be, but most would agree it has been more of a headache

than a joy and has created new tensions and contentions rather than

good will and constructive working relationships. Finally, the U.S.

trade advantage in the future will increasingly depend on our techno-

logical know-how. The kind of cooperation now being talked up will

have the effect of giving away our space launch, space operations, and

related know-how at 10 cents on the dollar. It does seem to me that

taking space operations out of the political realm and putting it more

nearly in the commercial area would diminish international bickering

and give U.S. high technology industries the advantages and opportunities

they deserve; this may or may not prove fully feasible, but the point is,

no one in this Administration is seriously trying to find out.
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The key thing missing, I think, is management attention to these

issues. We need a new Administrator who will turn down NASA's

empire-building fervor and turn his attention to (1) sensible

straightening away of internal management and (2) working with OMB

and White House to show us what broad but concrete alternatives the

President has that meet all his various objectives. In short, we

need someone who will work with us rather than against us, and will

seek progress toward the President's stated goals, and will shape the

program to reflect credit on the President rather than embarrassment.

We need a generalist who can understand dedicated technical experts

rather than the opposite. But we also need someone in the

Executive Office who has the time, inclination, and authority to

coordinate policy aspects. Separate handling of political, budget,

technical, and international aspects of NASA planning here means

that we have no effective control over the course of events because

all these aspects are interrelated.

We really ought to decide if we mean to muddle through on space policy

for the rest of the President's term in office or want to get serious

about it.

Clay T. Whitehead
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINI
STRATION

WASHINGTON

March 6, 1970

TO: Mr. Tom Whitehead

FROM: Willis H. Shapley

These are the changes George Low and 
I recommended to you on

the phone at Dr. Paine's request.
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March 4, 1970
• .

' • . • .• . , :
*Proposed Statement on the Future Of .

. the U. S. S)ace  Proaram '. i•

•

••

'Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's spade

.pOiiun 1i be;'&/2 020 MowL By the end of that decade men from ouy

planet had traveled to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had

walked on its surface. With these 'unforgettable experiences, we
.•

have gained anew perspective on ourselves and our world;

believe these accomplishments should help us gain anew Per-
. •

spective .on our space program as well. Having completed that long

• ••
•

stride into the future which has been our objective for the past decade,
• ••••

we must now define new goals which make sense, for the Seventies. We
••

must build on the successes of the past, always rea.ching out for new

L

.achieve.ments....._ But we must also recognize that many critical problems

. •

; on this plana mak(higb, riority demands on our attention and

:our resources. By no means should we allow our space program to
•

.. stagnate. But with the entire future and the entire universe before

us we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to

•
space must continue to be bold -7 but it must also be balanced.

:

When this Administration came into 'office, there' were no clear,

• *

• comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Ap'ollo

• landing. ,To help remedy this situation, I established in February of

\99 Gyotw 1r..f the Vico Prosiclent, to•
•

•

••;s70 Arm.,
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possibilities f
er the future o

f that progra
m. Their report w

as pre-

sented to me in
 September; 

After review
ing that repor

t and consider

• 
.. • • • .

.ing our nation
al priorities, 

I have reabec
l a number of

 conclusions.

• „.••

••cOncerning t
he future pace

 and direction
 of the na.tion 

s .space effor
ts.

•

• .The budget re
commendatio,n

s which I have
 sent to the C

ongress for

Fiscal. Year 19
71 are based

 on these concl
usions.

. .

• . Three Gener
al  y.1Lt....,iriaoscs

,

• • in my judgm
ent, three ge

neral purpose
s should guide

 our space -

• . •

• • program.

• One purpose 
is exploratio

n. •' From time
 immemorial

, man has
• .

insisted on 
venturing into

 the unknown d
espite his ina

bility to predi
ct

. 

• • ...

: precisely 
the value of a

ny given explo
ration. He ha

s been willin
g to

. .
• • • • . •

•' •lake risks,
 willing to be

•surprised, w
illing to adap

t to new expe
riences.

..• 
•

• Man has com
e to feel that

 such quests a
re 'worthwhile

 in and of th
em-

selves •-- for
 they repres

ent one way in
 which he ex

pands his vi
sion

. and exiires
ses the huma

n spirit. A g
reat nation m

ust always b
e an

.•

• explorin
g nation if it

 wishes to r
emain great.

A second p
urpose of our

 space progr
aM is scidnti

fic knowledg
e

. 

.:••.

• -. 

.. .

. 

.
. 

.

. 
. .

a greater syst
ematic under

standing abou
t Ourselves 

and outr uni-

• verse. With .each of
 our space'v

entures, man
's total in

formation

• about nature
 has been dr

amatically 
expanded, the

 human race
 was able

•
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to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer..
•

• • . • •: . "., ... . . . ... .
• •

• than. had been learned in all the centuries that had gone before. The. •
. . .. .. • .:..,. .... .... •.... . .

.,‘, • •
,people who perform this important work ar.e not. only those, who. walk

. i

in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets

in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in labora-

tories and offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher

new fa.cts.and add them to old.ones in ways which reveal new truths.

.• •
these scientists •constitute-one•of our most valuable.

national resources. I believe that our space program should help

these people in their work and should be attentive to their suggestions.

. A third purpose of the United States yace effort is that of

..:prabtical.application--turning the lessons we learn in space to the

.e.arly benefit of life on Earth. Examples.of such lessotis are mani-

. • .
• •

• fold; they range from new medical insights to new methods of commu-

nication, from better weather. forecasts to new management techniques
..•

and ri•ew ways of providing energy. Buttheselessons will not apply

'themselves; .we must make a concerted •effort•to see 'that the results

of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of the

human community:

.1

A Continuinff Process

•t•

e must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure•
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• 
•

or to-day•b'ut alio 6.s an inVestment in tomorroW...'•We dic.I'not go to the. ,

.•... .
. Moon merely for the spOrt of it. To be sure," those undertakings have

pr.ovicicd an exCiting adventure for all mankind and we are proud that
• .

it was our nation that mot this challenge. But the most important.

• ..

• . •

..•-

thing about .man's first footsteps on the Moon is what t
hey promise for•

. . .
the future.

We must realize that space activities will be a part of o
ur lives

.for the rest of time. We must think of them as part of 'a 
continuing

, , • •

.• . • • •
.process -- one .NVhich will go on day in and day out, yea

r in and year

—and not as a series of separate leaps, each-r•equiring-
a massive

. . .........

•E rd z fr 6n. of eyaS.iflai'idcopihFthi cl1.-sh time -

.• 10Ur.'..p..a.C.-ePro.gr..a..M....sh-otild not...be planned an a ri.dicl manner,

f•

...8e6-acle:by decade; but on a continuing flexible basis, on.e 
which takes

.. . . . ..
, . . ..

into a 2couC.otii•-.6i).-:-,tig irii; ri•e-ci gl and' oUi•' ',(i).a.i.i4:11'n-g! kri-o. vidige.

.We must also realize that space expenditures must ta
ke their

i)roper• .'place within a rigorous system of national pri
orities. What

• .

we .do in space from here. on in must become a:normal an
d regular

' part of our national life and must therefore be planned. in
 conjunction

• .

'with all of the other undertakings which are also impor▪ tant to,us.

•.

The space budget which I h.-we sent to Congress for Fi
scal Year 1971

it: lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition
 which

•

,tfropow

,.,.
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I
i about the universe, the solar system, and even ou

r own:planet. Duripg
,

•• 
.43. .

. . .

the next decade, we will also launch unmanned 
spacecraft to All the

. • R. . : . .

J. ..
• •

• •

. •
reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operat

e and.
• 

• • • ' • . • • . . .•.. . •

the competing cl•ernanc.ls of other programs. I am confident • however,

that the the funding I have pioposed will allow our space program to make

*steady and impressive progress.

• : •
,

•

.:§1.H....§2'ecific Objectives
, • .•••

With these general considerations. in mind,J have concluded

••
that our space program should work toward the following specifi

c ob-

jec • ••:.

We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo
. . .

manned lunar landings will be 'spaced so as to maximize our
 scientific

• •

return from each mission, always providing, of 'course, 
for the safety

.•:.of those who undertake these ventures, Our decisions abou
t manned

.:and unmanned lunar voyages beyond the Apollo prog
ram will be based

on the results of these missions.
--• •., • .;••. •

2.. We should move ahead with bold poration of the planets 

•

',and the' universe., In the' next few years, scientifi
c satellites of many

types. will be launched into Earth orbit to bring 
us new information

••

planets of our solar system, including an unma
nned vehicle which vill

be sent•to land on Mars and to inVestigato its surface
. In the late •

• .•
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1970s,. the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer

..•., . • 
• e• .

•

-planets of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,.
 and..

. •

.;• Pluto. The positions of the planets at that time will give
 us a *unique

. •

• opportunity to launch missions which can visit several of-them
 on a •

. .
• single flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this p

ro-
.•

• .

0 ; •

• • •

• gram will begin in 1972.

• . There is one rOnger range goal we should keep in mind as we•.
0 • 

A . .

.* • . '

. •••
• • .

. .;

.. .
rT. -7-:----,-------.-:-.-proceea.with our •exploration. of the:planets: ••••As -•a• part. of this• program • -- -

4, ;.:••••-••• ,•,, . -7„,,...,/
.1"4 . . •• •

t ..:• 
...,

. e.••s-hetilel eventually send men to explore the planet Mars. •
•ii* 

. .

•V ; 

.. . 
• . • .

? •
,.. • • 3..* We should work to reduce substantially the cost of s

pace
••:•.'7..

..• 4; •:. '
0;•. . 

. • • 
• .

.•-•op_e_zations. Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable..
•

•.'

• • •• • 
. . • • '

. launch capability_fo.r..som.e.time....,But.,as w.e.build...for the longeran..ge

• .future, we must devise less costly and'les com'plidated 
ways of

Ct , .

'transporting payloads into space. Such a capability — 
designed so

•
•

that it.will be suitable for a wide range of scientific, 
defense' and

••

corna-hercial uses -- can help us realize important ec
onomies in all

0 k ;
;rib

, •

aspects of our space program. ,:We are currently 
examining in greater

• cep,: •- . -i.;:ti.,..-4
•-•,,,', . • • . • . • •. , l`k••.. 1 9 .•••• ,

• 
- detail the feasibifity of re-usable space shuttles 

as one way of achiev-

•. •
• • 

S.

ing this objective. w„ •

• 4. . We should seek to extend man's capabili
ty tcclive and work

in space.. The Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a 
large orbiting

••
• •

;,•••• •
.4 •?‘", •••1 !, 

•

yt.r 

• .4.
• •: • ,
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Insert 1 to replace last sentence of par. 3  on page 6

We are currently examining the design of a reusable space shuttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

we could fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

(Wording adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)
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..work.shop -.- will be .a.n important part of this .effort. We .are now..,• .....•.. •......- . ,-.:••

building such a station -- using systems originally 'developed for the
•. . • kr • • •

• • 

• 
• • ,

Apollo prograth -- and plan to begin using it for o'perational missions
. .••• . .,. ..• •

; 

• 
•

in the next few years. We expect that men will be working in spate. .
•• . . . . • • • • •

• • 1

..for months at. a .time d.uring the. coming 'decade.
• • • •. 

. •
. .

......,,:.• '
: -

• We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in .
.• . . ...,•141rna,...1..,.....r• nssitoyetiy.kr,,,,,,,...

......, ,,,,,,,,
,).,4:„.„ , ,, ...n. ...,...; . , ,... ..„: hy .. ...„:,,,i . c •-• .-,, •,41. 4.10,:71.I..7.9t ' ..".1.....11, •J • • 0 .....uri * . e

. 
, •• . 

V gr 
j , , 

• I

* •V '1,..41:4,• • • • ;

. • 
• ..,

• •:. ..1,t.•:...cvs.tv1.0' .". •
. • space. ,On the ba pbasis of our exerience,y/ith the-XSS,. 1veIi])......,,c,]. ec.,!,45.1?..,... ..7.,.,

vcr 

4. .
... .. . 0 t .

:--when-and how to develop.longer-li.ved space"stations..—Flexible;:long---------
I

--

.0.........i.ftlir,...,.•,,,,,,,,, ...Y.12%li reA..11,J4,4 447,14.:ViT,.....Ar
gariT.::1 rr....moor...1....,,,—.4:,:4 ..

.. .6.. 4,17.0,0,...;:r..7 r , .."....:•.1.:•,... /..,•.:•11 6 X..... 1.0,,,, . .,,,.. ...... ,....i.;,,,,..)

• • 

. 6 • . .••

lived space station modules could provide a multi-purpose space •• •
• • ..•

•• .•• 

• 0.

. . .
•

. platform for the longer-range future and ultimately become a building

•.... ,
. . 

,......
-/

•-:block, for manned.interplanetary.tX•avel A. :"' .

.. . ••,...,-..............0,
--,•• -, ' 

••\--••••',-7.:.ri4,,,..,..,,.:.....,..4.,..-...,............••.....,...:.•...,••,:.....------,!--..--,,,,,,,.-•-•. .".... , • . ,

;:.!•':-":' ...'",..rs ' " ...W.e ' .. ' h. ..` r cn -... ..... ,:.....-:, ...... s oui sler...._2_11.1211.=..asilhe practical applications of
• •

...2,212.9_IssIEIol:c2iza. The development of earth resources, satellites —..• . •
• • •

• platforms which can help in such v• aried tasks as surveying crops,

locatia?.g mineral deposits and measuring water resources —.will enable

us tclassess .our environment .and use•our resources more effectively.

. . ••. •
• 'We should continue to pursue other applications of 

space-:relatecl

• . •

• technology in a wide variety of fields, including er meteorolooy, corm▪ -nu-.

.nications, navigation, air traffic control, education 
and natip.1 cle.fens• o•

• The very act of reaching into space can help 
man impi.'.o.ve the quality:

. .
of life on Earth.

•

• " •

'
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•
6. We should encourage greater international cooaeration in•

space. In my address to the United Nations last September, I indicated
• . .

•
• that the United States will take positive, concrete steps "toward inter-

. •

nationalizing Man's epic venture into space — an adventure that belongs

not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believ6 that both the adventures

ind the applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples.

Our progress will be faster and our accomplishments will be greater

join together in this c...f.fo  t,  .bothi,n contributiiig .the
ta

. 4

•resources and in enjoying the benefits. The Administrator of NASA

recently met with the space authorities of Western' Europe, Canada,

•...Japan and Australia in an effort to find ways in, which we can cooperate

.; . .
:more effectively in space. . .•.

*

„
• •

•

•

*
. • • •

•

..It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program. which achieveS these

• • •
goals' will be a balanced space program, one which will extend o.ur

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our. new learni
ng to

•

. work for the immediate benefit of all peopie. . . • 
•:- •.
f.. • •

• ..As we enter'a new decade, we are conscious of the 
fact that ran

• •

is aleo entering a new historic. era. For the first time, he has reach
ed

I
• • CT`

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of 
ourselves as

DECLASSIFIED

Authority EILL12 –157—
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Unmanned sc1.rtLuic pay1oad.!3 fron'l other natio
ns alroady. •

rrialce a,se of ovt.x. r>paco Iatrzlh capability on a c
ost-obarcel

. bat)16; we

bo c.v.:tended to

forwa:ed to tho clay

•••• "—*
!arr.; pplicationr.,

Y.. •

1,vtioz. theso arrermnto ca•

1-satellit4;:ii wad astronaut crews.
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MEMORANDUM rost

March 6, 1970

THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Meeting with Dr. Thomas O. Paine
March 7,1 1949.

I. ROME

To distues your stat ernent on the future of the space programprior to its release and Dr. Pal.Aitil press briefing.

lisggRc_l_mv

This statement bats been under discussion with NASA. OST. BOB.and the Vice Pre*ident's office for the past three months. It Isdesign**, primarily to put space in perspective vis-a-vis our otherpriorities &Jul to *et forth a rationale for planning the futuredirection of the *pace program. The statement complements thespecific program information presented in the FY 1971 budgetsubmission. Many of NASA's suggestions have been Incorporated,but not all.

NleaffrilajAgiSS§Mkt.

There is no need for you to raise any of the following issues atthis time. They are presented for your information In caseDr. Paine raises them.

A. Dr. Pain. may discuss his trips abroad to exploreopportunities for more international cooperation inspace. Both Mr. Flanigan and Mr. Kissinger's staffshave been working with NASA., and this area turns outto be more difficult than might be expected.

ED
Authority _E_O_t__tjtCV
'13 v 56_ NARA Date / /0
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That you encourage Paine to continue hisefforts, but stress the need for a Arm economicsad technical foundation to he laid before toomany expectations are raised publicly.
B. He may also raise the extent of your commitment to thefuture development of the re-usable space shuttle. Thedevelopment cost estimates for this program are veryhigh and quite uncertain.

13S5.9: ;WIERRAZISS

That you stress the need to consider a full rangeof options and make -design and developmentdeosisions only after more technological andcost unknowns are resolved.

XV. VSOMICLQ_U LW HAetiall

The tone of the spa** siatement is important. While it includesa romber of specific program initiativec the thrust La moreexplanatory of a rational* than a listing of major Initiatives.

That you emphasise this point to Dr. Paine andsuggest he address this rationale as well as programInitiatives in his press briefing.

Peter M. Flanigan

DECLA.SSIFIED

Authority

By Sig.. NARA Date D
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPA
CE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

December 12, 1970

Honorable Peter M. Flanigan

Assistant to the President

The White House

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Peter:

There are two important points wh
ich bear on the President's p

osture

on the NASA program, and which I h
ad especially hoped to discus

s with

you: (1) the relationship of the
 NASA program and budget to t

he prob-

lem of unemployment in aerospace
 and related fields, and (2) t

he

disturbing implications of curre
nt trends in Soviet space act

ivity

compared to the U.S. that have 
emerged during recent months.

Unemployment and the NASA Budge
t 

The decline in the NASA budget i
n the past four years has be

en a major

cause of the current unemployme
nt in aerospace and related fi

elds.

From 1966 to 1968 the impact w
as largely offset by increas

es in Defense-

related work. Since 1968 the impact has been
 strongly felt and today

97% of the people affected by a 
NASA cut are laid off by t

heir companies.

Charts 1 and 2 show NASA contr
actor manpower data.

NASA work is highly labor intens
ive by nature. In general, each $100

million increment in the NASA a
nnual budget results in th

e direct em-

ployment of about 4,500 people. 
(It is also generally ac

cepted that

there is a multiplying factor of 
four on employment, so that

 a $100

million increment indirectly af
fects an additional 18,000 

people.)

NASA money is quick in taking e
ffect whether up or down. Because the

facilities and management struc
ture required to carry out p

rograms are

in existence, a small increment
 in the NASA budget can have a

 prompt

and substantial impact to incre
ase employment.

Trends in Soviet Space Activit
ies 

The Soviet Luna 16 and 17 flig
hts and recent earth orbital 

missions have

again pointed to the strong 
continuing Soviet effort in spac

e.

When viewed as isolated event
s, Luna 16, with, its automatic

 sample re-

turn, and Luna 17, with its_pelf-propelled 
vehicle Lunokhod, are

,

C c_

••••••••••....•••••••
••••• 

• .1.

1.1

•

DECLASSIFIED
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technically impressive; but their im
port to science and technology is

relatively minor. We demonstrated United States leader
ship with

Apollo 11, and that lead is still our
s.

However, when viewed in the context of 
overall trends in the Soviet

space program and in ours, there is ever
y indication that we will not

maintain this lead. They have launched 81 payloads in
to orbit to our

32 this year (see Chart 3). Their R&D effort is increasing, 
while ours

is decreasing. They are competing in every area of 
space flight in a

program that is more agressive than ours.

The Soviet space program, like our own, 
recognizes that manned flights

offer important advantages in exploration a
nd in other complex missions.

They have a continuing manned program, appe
ar to be increasing their

manned capabilities, and are supporting a 
total space program containing

strong manned and unmanned components. A major Soviet earth orbital

manned space station during the gap in U.S.
 manned space flight is a

real possibility.

These trends in the USSR program strongly
 underline the importance for

the President to take a positive positi
on in the coming year on space

as recommended in my memorandum of Nove
mber 30, 1970.

I am still hoping that we will be able to
 discuss these and other matters

Sincerely yours,

George M. Low

Acting Administrator

Enclosures

DECLASSIFIED

Authority  E.0, CiS7 
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CHART 1

NASA EMPLOYMENT AT SELECTED MAJOR CONTRACTORS
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THE WHITE HOUSE •

WAS H I N GTO N

December 19, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN KNUBEL

FROM: JON ROSE

Attached is a copy of the Fletcher package which will be

coming over to HAK's office this evening. As I expressed,

the key issue is as follows:

OMB analysis has indicated that the only way to reach the

overall desired mark for NASA of $3. 047 billion is to cancel

the Viking-Mars landing mission scheduled to arrive in 1976.

NASA has, in my judgment, very c9nstructively responded

to what even OMB agrees is a stringent mark based on its

guidance to them last year. It very nearly reaches the OMB

mark but does so by canceling projects less related to its

central mission of planetary exploration than Viking.

I think Henry's principal concern here would be that whatever

our budgetary level for NASA during the current year is, it con-

veys a continuing sense of direction and coherence to the Amer-

ican presence in space. Through the results, of the entire fiscal f

straits we face we are in severe danger of presenting a program

which has no clear and defined purpose.

The attached letters I believe reflect this prci•blem adequately.

When you have had a chance to read them wodld you kindly let

me know.



Marsh 6, 1970

1.41tMORANDIlld roR MR. VIRLICHMAN

have prepared the attashed brief for the meeting of Dr. Paths

with the President In case it is decided that Paine will inset

with the Preside* prior to him prow briefing on the space

idationassalh

think it would, be desirable for the President to meet with

Paine for a short time. HOIVO'VeZt I would urge that this not be

an esteasion for Paine to attempt to talk this President into

interpretations of the Message, tines we are not yet ready to make

*ay•farther commibuents on *ABA programa.

Attoshmsonto

cc: Mr. Flanigan./
Mr. Whitehead
central Files
Mr. Xviegaman

CTWhiteheacted

DECLASSIFIED

Authority Lad..'a

BySi_ NARA Date /

Peter M. irlantgan
Assistant to the President
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t.

k.

With regard to the sheltie. I ea:a afar say the following. at Davidand Mon Rice may weiFi bee right thet there ertistod a ditteramttcost curve than tkte one NASA was *hie to find for a shuttle with a.
smaller bay and lighter .pay load. ; ani,svaite clear that only tiller
pressor* f$ ItttérndIftctiàiwhicb produced the Tnassivewaving, from. the August shuttle to the December sh.uttle. They worehowever unable to pre** Utast" 4ase when It cow tO another billion dollarsof potential savings if ws9 delayed for several months wore. Whilo NASAmay not historically have effectively studied the *manor shuttte I becameconvinced that Jin t PlAcher had la the Owe sivelk tp,,hirt) dose the besthe, could. in the test anat*Iii, that is .4:osde ca ask of an honestagency head. He olltostit'inot on a continuing basig by the
budget prilkea oi or by the White Nouse Staff when sushpressure
appears to rtlach the point of dirnini)shing return***

000d to be nioett relere'sie;i4bry the pr4acts Alain Eathovanis systemanalysie office when I first arrived in Washington than I an new. Noproducetd a group of highly discifili1te4.!i*nitstro prepared to. tatotto
the shatle:,y asyrdrittiOM of wespons happy gpftw.rsjo. This roe, is, highlyeffective and Its gradttate svoclk people as ifituty Lye*. .7.1mt Court.and Phil Cideeststil of have done excellent work for .1donrylleisolager.However, .in the olrottinitstawites' .elto en ti of lodgment lir to know whento stop. I simply think 'Do* *age failed us kers. Be viewed ghar politicalsituation as wail** this plight of the Wa*foretoore inter eitiloid 't* Poritilag the lixt :rineal coot siviegiviridalik hisstaff led hint to hone*. ware 'pooilible.. .Thi. 14 biro Anal* led hi* toNom?! highly shoddy tactics.* tki..,pa4s tOtoSing whisk tett tsito to OW'
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. • • ',I believe) we reached the ticiat sIbtiruLidet:;tho oircurnstaaneskin
Jariona•citeettOit tratAlt I eti4,1h . its*. ile#a he.eiliiiiisionAhtfilsruttlY sad ****witting•to•weit 's evert eintra n,inth. to;,see If Rice Was right. But I
theitiore rint how* to pity *4 Itilthositta:Where it lies, and this to after all1972. In the toot astaty4rol I scn tat from *tearthe Rice!•Pav.14 hiPothe4110
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The *bore .1i toy NASA apologia, I hope yen, donit find It ovcrly disagreeable.
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONWASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

March 18, 1969
Mr. John D. EhrlichmanCounsel to the President
The White House

Dear Mr. Ehrlichman:

E"g.:CUTC*E

This is in reply to your request of March 15, 1969, for a description
of present and reasonably probable future activities of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in certain areas:

1. Programs Involving Legislative Enactment - We have not
proposed since January 20, 1969, nor do we now contemplate programs
requiring new substantive legislation. NASA's requirements for legis-
lation at this time are limited to the annual authorization required
each year for our appropriations, and, of course, the appropriation
legislation itself. Our needs here are discussed under the next item.

2. Programs to be Undertaken Pursuant to Existing Legis-
lative Authority - I have recommended to the President that the
authorizing legislation and FY 1970 Budget request now before Congress
be amended to meet problems and take advantage of opportunities the Ad-
ministration has at this time in the field of manned space flight.
Enclosed are copies of my memorandum to the President of February 26, 1969,
and his reply dated March 7, 1969. In accordance with my memorandum and
the President's letter, my recommendations on manned space flight are now
being considered by the Task Group established by the President on
February 17, 1969. This group consists of the Vice President as Chair-
man, Secretary Seamans, Dr. DuBridge, and myself. Chairman Seaborg of
AEC, Undersecretary Alexis Johnson of State, and the Director of the
Budget are participating as observers. The Task Group is now scheduled
to meet Saturday, March 22, 1969, to consider its recommendations to
the President. Concurrently, the Bureau of the Budget is considering
our proposed amendment to the FY 1970 Budget.
It is my hope that a Nixon Administration amendment to the FY 1970Budget will be approved in time for the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics to hold hearings before they report out the NASA FY 1970authorization. Hearings on this bill are being completed this week
and we understand the present intention of the Committee is to report
the bill and attempt to secure floor action prior to the Easter recess.•
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3. Reorganization Within the Agency - I am now considering the
need for organizational changes to provide within NASA a strong focal
point to plan and eventually direct our work on the manned space station
project discussed in my memorandum to the President of February 26, 1969.
The nature and timing of this organizational change, and the degree of
its significance from the standpoint of the President, will depend in
part on the decisions of the President on the matters raised in that
memorandum. We will keep your office informed.

With respect to long-range programs, we are developing proposed goals,
objectives, and plans for consideration by the President next fall, or
earlier if he wishes. As the President requested in his memorandum
of February 13, 1969, our long-range plans and proposals will be con-
sidered by the Task Group referred to above with a view to developing
coordinated proposals for the President's consideration by September 1.

We will keep you informed on an "early warning" basis of programmatic
and reorganizational developments in NASA.

Sincerely yours,

T. 0. Paine
Acting Administrator

Enclosures (2)
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TO: Mr. Tom Whitehead

These are the changes Ge
orge Low and I recommend

ed to you on

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS
 AND SPACE ADMINISTRATI

ON

WASHINGTON

FROM: Willis H. Shapley

March 6, 1970

the phone at Dr. Paine's
 request.
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Authority  6.0. /a Cin?
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Willis H. Shapley
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December 3, 1149

MEMORANDUM FOR *WC WARD

The following people all colasidentolly from Califorsia,
hove been suggested IOW the now Teleseromenications job.
If you know say of thorn, I would appreetato hearins year
opinion of their *edification/ fest this position.

Dr. ilioreard M. tiior Vies Prosideat, Reseeireh
sad Develepatent. Newien.Pedtard. Pia* Mt*

x
Dr. Malcolm R. Curry, Vice Presidiesc, Direster
of Research. Seekman lastromente. rallortea

Dr. Alien Petersen. Professor of Eiectrical
Enittneeriekg. Stanford Oisiveswity

cc: Mr. Kriegamen
Mr. Whitehead
Central Men,

CTWhltehead:ed

DECLASSIFIED 1
'; Authority

By A A Date  Nog
••••=....0•1••••••••••••11.1.1•I=1.11,11m•

Clay T. Whitebead
Ease Assistant

RECEIVED
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July 8, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Willis Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Attached is a rough draft of a proposed working paper to
be discussed at a Thursday meeting at 2:30 in my office
with other executive branch agencies and the FCC.

May I have your comments by telephone either this
afternoon or early tomorrow morning -- to be sure that
the role described for NASA is not totally out of line.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

RECEIVED

JUL 9 1969

CENTRAL FILES
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MEMORANDUM OF INFORMATION FOR THE FILE
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TO:
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t
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EXECUTIVE
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NAME 31e.c2,—,e

BROUGHT FQRWARD

. . .

Previously filed

ORGANIZATION

New File Symbol

FINAL ACTION ,--;Aft-e.4.044102 fwe...ge..4.-

V
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Date

Date
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Await 6, 390

lot IND *AM

ISM Ma 111111111101
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August 21, 1969

IEDIMAJMUM POI tat. PA=

1110111t PXOnt swami

Thank 3%20 for the easellent report on the
70064ontraertor Coat Istiustion Proven for the sin Meta*
ending December 310 1968. I teekerstead treat the Nowa*
or the Badge* thet both the contractor cowl internal cost
redaction ~sae or SASA are swag the best in
aunt sot sot have continually achieved lapresilice results.

As you ladicated in your seaorandanc of July 28, 1969,
the iturenk or the Budget is now corking on strengthening
soli broadening the present coat rethertica propos to inelade
all aspects of mansemant Saprovenento of *slab Colt redoetion
will remain a eignifieent element. I own assure Imo that
the President intends to continue to snilhasise the assessity
for effieleney sad wormy in Government operations sod in
Soneeras that are doing business vith the Goveranent.



REPRODUCED AT TINA.

rchives

Dae 1 September 1989
Reply to
Mtn of Scott E. Lewis

s ject 'Acquisition of Apollo 11 Press Kit

To The File

Washington, DC 20408

The Nixon Presidential Materials Staff has acquired a

reproduction of the original Apollo XI press kit. It was

re-published on July 20, 1989 in commemoration of the

twentieth anniversary of the landing on the moon. It is

stored in the NLNP vertical file under the heading "moon

Landing." To request the press kit, ask for assistance from

the archivist on duty.

National Archives and Records Administration



REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

July 21, 1971

Dear Mr. Sullyt

Thank yen for your ~est letter dealing with, this nation's prierities
and the National Aeronautics and Sp4C44 Administration's Viking
Program. The question of priorities is one we have bad under
coneldoration for some time and we welcome yews inputs.

The level of the NASA budget and the programs which make up this
budget ate revieweddregularly by both the Office of Maoagement and
Budget and the President and his staff. A special study was con-
ducted early In 1970 on the future of the space program.. Otte con.
elusion reached was that we mast *mations, our studies In space,
and that the potentials of space exploration warrant the expenditures
presently planned. The President's message to Cengrees, a copy
of which is attached, summarizes the rosette of this study.

There have been many papers written on the qfteittion of planetary
exploration, two of which / am enclosing for your information. One
of the more interesting ones was prepared by Dr. Carl Sagan of
COrttell University which speaks to the exact questions that you raise.
While I cannot agree with all of Or. rogan's views (his isederstanding
of the nature of cad reasons for cost overruns In Defense aeons*
Incomplete. for example), his space research views are authoritative.
The second paper by Cyril POnnernperuzza and Harold P. Klein is a
more technical treatment of The Coming Search for Life on Mars .
hop. these will provide you with a better anderstandiag of what we

hope to Learn from planetary exploration, sod how these results may
affect Mars.

The Viking Program Ls one of the top priority programs In NASA.
The question of lending a science payload on Mars has been reviewed
manyttimee by groups both inside and out of NASA. The conclusions have
consistently oupportalid a vlking-type mission. For example, the
National Academy of Sciences conducted studies on space exploration

goals to 1965, 1968. and again in the summer of 1970. In each case,
Viking has been strongly eepperted.
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October 1, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR.: M.R. CLAY T. liVETITEI-MAD

.PETER G. PETr;ZSON

/351

You% in your mcmortrra of 
September 24 for rny view

s by

Septembr 29 conceraing alterat
ion of tht-2 F.A.A/ECRO arra

nge-

mt..3nts.

(-)

(2Qte2 ter

XXECUTIV—

T 7

c.f

C

fave,'v

As you kr.Low even better than I, 
the matter is extremely co

mplex

and I trn.a.bin as of toflav t ive you a stibr..tantive re.
action.

I 112y v..skci to look into the question and 
I would hope

to get V VA, 5 0 you

DR Iiintonamb: 9 / 2 3 /71

Di. rector

Office of Telecommunic
ations Policy

Executive Office of the 
President

Room 770

1800 G Street, N. W.

,



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF,.THE PRESIDENT
ICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDG

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: NASA Bud et for FY 1973 and the Future Manned

pace Program

Background 

Commitments to be made in settling NASA's FY 1973 budget

will determine the future civilian space program. Depending

on FY 1973 decisions, future funding levels for NASA can

vary by $200 million in FY 1973 and more than $1 billion in

FY 1976.

These FY 1973 budget decisions involve the type of manned

space flight programs to follow Apollo and Skylab. In

addition, an immediate decision involved is whether to

complete the. last two Apollo flights. These decisions must

be faced for FY 1973 because:

- The lead times are gone to decide what to do after Apollo.

- Industry wants decisions one way or another, particUlarly

on the Space Shuttle--on which contractors have been doing

design studies for the last 18 months.

- Adjusting space spending and turning NASA's capabilities

to other domestic problems requires a 2-3 year phasing.

This memorandum:

- describes NASA's proposed manned space flight program;

- develops an alternative to the NASA proposal;

- provides summary cost, schedule and employment data; and

- recommends next steps in arriving at decisions.

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12958, Sect. 3.6

By  Ale-  NARA, Date.....-2.11/a—:

DECLASSIFIED

Authority 

BySig_ NARA Date / a D


